1996 honda accord engine diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of honda accord wiring harness diagram. A wiring diagram is
a streamlined standard pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the components of the
circuit as simplified forms, as well as the power and signal connections between the tools. A
wiring diagram usually provides info concerning the family member placement as well as
arrangement of gadgets as well as terminals on the gadgets, in order to help in building or
servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would show more information of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses an extra symbolic symbols to stress affiliations
over physical look. A wiring diagram is commonly made use of to fix troubles and making
certain that all the links have been made which whatever is present. Click on the image to
enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A very first
appearance at a circuit diagram may be confusing, yet if you can review a metro map, you can
review schematics. The objective is the same: obtaining from factor A to direct B. Literally, a
circuit is the path that allows power to circulation. Voltage: Gauged in volts V , voltage is the
stress or force of power. This is normally provided by a battery such as a 9V battery or mains
power, the electrical outlets in your house run at V. Electrical outlets in various other countries
operate at a various voltage, which is why you require a converter when taking a trip. Current:
Current is the flow of electrical energy, or even more specifically, the flow of electrons. It is
gauged in Amperes Amps , and could only move when a voltage supply is attached. Resistance:
Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance defines just how conveniently electrons could flow with
a product. Materials such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they quickly allow
circulation of movement low resistance. Plastic, timber, and air are examples of insulators,
preventing the motion of electrons high resistance. DC Direct Present. DC is a continuous
circulation of existing in one instructions. DC could move not simply with conductors, yet
semi-conductors, insulators, as well as a vacuum cleaner. In Air Conditioning, the circulation of
existing occasionally alternates in between two instructions, commonly creating a sine wave.
The regularity of AC is determined in Hertz Hz , and also is normally 60 Hz for electrical energy
in household and service purposes. Now s the enjoyable things. Completing an electric
engineering level as well as after that obtaining a job in the field suggests you will see a great
deal a lot a great deal of these schematics. It s vital to understand precisely what is going on
with these. While they can and will certainly obtain really complicated, these are just a few of
the usual graphics to obtain your ground on. Whenever you establish your specific field of
electrical engineering, you could see a lot more intricate layouts and also signs. You ll discover
additionally that various nations make use of different symbols. Wiring Diagram. Assortment of
honda accord ignition wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified traditional pictorial
representation of an electric circuit. It reveals the parts of the circuit as simplified shapes, as
well as the power as well as signal connections in between the devices. A wiring diagram
usually gives information concerning the family member placement and plan of tools and
terminals on the tools, to aid in structure or servicing the device. A pictorial layout would
certainly reveal a lot more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a
much more symbolic symbols to stress interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring
diagram is commonly utilized to repair issues as well as to earn certain that all the links have
been made which whatever is present. Variety of honda accord ignition wiring diagram. Click on
the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring
diagram is an easy visual representation of the physical links and physical format of an
electrical system or circuit. It demonstrates how the electric wires are interconnected as well as
can likewise reveal where components as well as elements might be attached to the system.
Use electrical wiring layouts to aid in building or making the circuit or electronic tool. They are
additionally useful for making repairs. DIY fanatics utilize circuitry representations but they are
likewise typical in house structure as well as automobile repair work. A home builder will desire
to validate the physical area of electric outlets and light fixtures making use of a wiring diagram
to prevent pricey errors and also building code offenses. A schematic reveals the strategy and
also function for an electric circuit, but is not interested in the physical design of the wires.
Electrical wiring diagrams reveal just how the wires are linked and also where they should
situated in the real gadget, in addition to the physical links in between all the parts. Unlike a
pictorial diagram, a wiring diagram makes use of abstract or simplified forms and lines to reveal
elements. Pictorial representations are usually pictures with labels or highly-detailed
illustrations of the physical components. If a line touching another line has a black dot, it means
the lines are connected. A lot of signs used on a wiring diagram look like abstract versions of
the actual items they represent. For example, a button will certainly be a break in the line with a
line at an angle to the wire, similar to a light switch you could flip on and also off. A resistor will
certainly be stood for with a series of squiggles symbolizing the restriction of current
circulation. An antenna is a straight line with 3 small lines branching off at its end, just like an

actual antenna. Facebook 0 Tweet 0 Pin 0. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Use these links and
links throughout this manual to navigate through this reference. For a printed owner's manual,
click on authorized manuals or go to A Few Words About Safety Driver and Passenger Safety
Proper use and care of your vehicle's seat belts, and Supplemental Restraint System.
Instruments and Controls Instrument panel indicator and gauge, and how to use dashboard and
steering column controls. Comfort and Convenience Features How to operate the climate
control system, the audio system, and other convenience features. Before Driving What
gasoline to use, how to break-in your new vehicle, and how to load luggage and other cargo.
The proper way to start the engine, shift the transmission, and park, plus towing a trailer. The
Maintenance Schedule shows you when you need to take your vehicle to the dealer.
Appearance Care Tips on cleaning and protecting your vehicle. Things to look for if your vehicle
ever needs body repairs. Taking Care of the Unexpected This section covers several problems
motorists sometimes experience, and how to handle them. Technical Information ID numbers,
dimensions, capacities, and technical information. Warranty and Customer Relations U. A
summary of the warranties covering your new Acura, and how to contact us. Authorized
Manuals U. How to order manuals and other technical literature. Gas Station Information. A
summary of information you need when you pull up to the fuel pump. Contents Owner's
Identification Form Introduction Page 2: Introduction One of the best ways to enhance the
enjoyment of your new Honda is to read this manual. In it, you will learn about your vehicle's
many safety features, and how to operate its driving controls and convenience items.
Afterwards, keep this owner's manual in your vehicle so you can refer to it at any time. Page 3 A
safety message alerts you to potential hazards that could hurt you or others. Door Locks
Storing Cargo Safely It shows how to use seat belts Seat Belt System Components.. Driving
with Pets Page 5: Your Occupant Protection System Your Occupant Protection System Your
Honda is equipped with seat Two indicator lights are also part of To get the maximum
protection from belts and other features that work your safety system. One reminds you your
occupant protection system, together to protect you and your If they do, they could be very
seriously injured in a crash. The front seats Make sure the seat-back is upright see page Pull up
on the shoulder part of the 5. If the belt crosses your neck, you To unlatch the seat belt, push
the belt to remove any slack. Pull the latch plate across your 2. Position the belt as low as
possible To unlatch the belt, push the red hips and insert it into the buckle across your hips and
pelvic bones, PRESS button on the buckle. Page Supplemental Restraint System Supplemental
Restraint System Your car is equipped with a Supple- SRS Components mental Restraint
System SRS to Your supplemental restraint system help protect the head and chest of Not
wearing seat belts includes: the driver and front seat passenger increases the chance of serious
during a severe frontal collision. This is actually sensors, control unit, airbag collision, the
sensors will detect powder from the airbag's surface. Page Important Facts About Airbags
Supplemental Restraint System Important Facts About Airbags Just from viewing the vehicle
Frontal collision range Airbags inflate only when needed; in damage after a crash, it is very
difficult to accurately determine if a severe frontal collision. A severe the airbags should or
should not collision would be similar to a crash have inflated. So, while it can reduce serious
injuries and even save your life, the airbag might cause some facial abrasions or other injuries.
To reduce the possibility of injury, you should always sit back as far from the steering wheel as
is practical while still maintaining full For with considerable force. It can Works your safety, do
not attach any items seriously hurt a front seat passenger to the steering wheel. Page System
Service Do not try to remove or The light does not come on when discard the airbags by
yourself. This must be done by a Honda dealer. The light stays on after the engine starts. Page
System Service Precautions Scrapping an entire car that has Do not modify your steering wheel
uninflated airbags can be dangerous. Modifications could if your car must be scrapped. Page
Additional Safety Information Additional Safety Information The seat belts and airbags are obviSeat-back Position Head Restraint Position ously important parts of your occu- The seat-backs
should be in an pant protection system. If a medium-sized or larger dog is with a It is not safe to
leave your car doors front passenger hits the door of an special traveling harness. According to
accident statistics, An infant or child who is not children of all sizes and ages are properly
restrained can be killed safer when they are properly or seriously injured in a crash. If they do,
they could passenger's seat, the vehicle seat Never hold a baby or child on your be very
seriously injured in a crash. Page 25 Child Safety We recommend that, whenever Restraining a
Child Who Weighs The preferred place to put a toddler possible, you put the infant seat in
Between 9 and 18 kg seat is in the center position of the the center position of the rear seat rear
seat. The anchor plate and mounting hardware for a top tether are supplied with the car. Page
Alcohol And Drugs Alcohol and Drugs Driving a car requires your full at- The safest thing you
can do is never If you have no choice but to drive, tention and alertness. Traffic condi- drink and

drive. This can be done if stop drinking and give yourself lots tions change rapidly. Page
Carbon Monoxide Hazard Carbon Monoxide Hazard Your car's exhaust contains carbon High
levels of carbon monoxide can If you must sit in your parked car, monoxide gas. You should
have no collect rapidly in enclosed areas, even in an unconfined area, with the problem with
carbon monoxide engine running, adjust the heating such as a garage. Page Safety Labels They
warn you of potential hazards that could cause serious injury. Read these labels carefully and
don't remove them. Page 32 They warn you of potential hazards that could cause serious injury.
If a label comes off or becomes hard to read, contact your Honda dealer for a replacement. Page
Instruments And Controls Trunk Glove Box Seat Adjustments All the essential Temperature
Gauge Driver's Seat Power controls are within easy reach. Fuel Gauge It is a reminder if this
light flashes or stays on when to you and your passengers to the engine is running. See page
There may Indicators also be a problem with the high The left or right turn signal light beam
headlights. It measures miles in U. It is illegal under federal law in the U. Page 40 Gauges
Temperature Gauge ignition. During normal reading after you turn the ignition operation, the
pointer should rise back ON II. The left lever controls the turn signals, headlights, and high
beams. The right lever controls the windshield wipers. Page 42 Controls Near the Steering
Wheel To flash the high beams, pull back Headlights If you leave the lights on with the and hold
the turn signal lever. The lever will return to the center position as soon as you release it. DX
model and the Canadian LX model shield wipers and washers. The push the control lever down.
The In intermittent, the wipers operate rotary switch at the end of the lever wipers run at high
speed until you The washers clock to turn on the hazard warning fog, frost, and thin ice from
the spray until you release the lever. Page 46 Controls Near the Steering Wheel Make sure the
rear window is clear Steering Wheel Adjustment and you have good visibility before You can
adjust the steering wheel starting to drive. Do this before you begin driving. The defogger wires
on the inside of the rear window can be accidentally damaged. Page 47 Controls Near the
Steering Wheel 3. Move the steering wheel up or down to the desired position. Position the
wheel so you can see all the instrument panel gauges and warning lights. Push the lever up to
lock the steering wheel in that position. The car will decelerate. Page 50 Steering Wheel
Controls Even with the cruise control turned If you use the brake or clutch pedal Cancelling the
Cruise Control on, you can still use the accelerator Any of these actions cause the cruise to
cancel cruise control, the system pedal to speed up for passing. Page 51 Your car comes with
two kinds of When replacing keys, use only keys: a master key and a valet key. Honda-approved
key blanks. The master key fits all the locks on your car: Ignition Each door has a lock tab on
the top. To lock the driver's door, pull the outside door handle and push the lock tab in or push
the master switch down. Page 56 Keys and Locks, Seat Adjustments adjustment. A l l other seat
adjustments On all V-6 models, the 4-cylinder EX in that model are manual. Page 58 Seat
Adjustments Driver's Seat Manual Adjustments Reclining the seat-back can decrease the
protection you get from your seat belt in a crash. You can slide under the seat belt and be
seriously injured. Adjust the seat-back to an upright position and sit well back in the seat. Page
59 Seat Adjustments Driver's Lumbar Support Head Restraints The front head restraints help
protect you and your passenger from Reclining the seat-back can whiplash and other injuries.
They are decrease the protection you get most effective when you adjust them from your seat
belt in a crash. Push the release button and pull the restraint out of the seat- back. Driving your
car without head restraints can lead to serious injury to you and your passenger in a crash.
Page 61 Seat Adjustments Never drive with the seat-back Make sure both rear shoulder belts
folded down and the trunk lid open. To lock the cover, insert the U. With this off delay function.
The windows will switch off, the passengers' windows still operate for up to ten minutes cannot
be raised or lowered. Page 65 Moonroof, Mirrors The moonroof has a key-off delay. The key-off
below-freezing temperatures, or when delay cancels as soon as you open it is covered with
snow or ice, you can either front door. Page 66 Mirrors Adjusting the Power Mirrors 1. Turn the
ignition switch ON II. Move the selector switch to L driver's side or R passenger's side. To
release it, pull up slightly, push the button, and lower the lever. Page Digital Clock Digital Clock
3. Press and hold the M button until the numbers advance to the desired time. It is
spring-loaded and will beverage holder. A spilled liquid that mirrors. To Turn Everything Off
Audio System Canadian LX.. Page Heating And Cooling If your vehicle does not have air
conditioning, it can be installed at any time. Air flows from the center and corner vents in the
dashboard. Air flow is divided between the vents in the dashboard and the floor vents. Air flows
from the floor vents. The engine must be running for the heater and air conditioning to generate
hot and cold air. Switch to mode when you are driving through smoky or dusty conditions, then
switch back to The light above the button should come on. Make sure the temperature control
dial is all the way to the left. Start the engine. When used in 2. Page 79 Heating and Cooling To
Turn Everything Off To remove exterior frost or ice from These settings direct all the air flow the

windshield and side windows to the defroster vents at the base of To shut off the system
temporarily, after the car has been sitting out in the windshield and the side window turn the fan
speed and temperature The cassette player features auto- reverse for continuous play. Adjust
the volume by turning the SW. To activate it, press 1. The Balance control adjusts the sideto-side strength, while the Fader control adjusts the front-to-back strength. Adjust the Fader to
your liking by turning the outside ring. The system will pull it in the rest of the way, and begin to
play. To take the system out of rewind, press the FF button briefly. Turn the switch quickly. FM1
and FM2 let you store two frequencies with each Preset button. To use these controls, push on
the knob to get them to pop out. Page 91 Audio System Electrical interference from passing
vehicles and stationary sources can cause temporary reception problems. Radio signals,
especially on the FM Radio reception can be affected by band, are deflected by large objects
atmospheric conditions such as such as buildings and hills. Your thunderstorms, high
humidity, and radio then receives both the direct even sunspots. Page 92 Audio System
Operating the Cassette Player When the system reaches the end of reverses direction, and
begins to play. Make sure the tape opening on the cassette direction and play the other side. If
TMS â€” Contamination from fingerprints, liquids, felttip pens, and labels can cause the CD to
not play properly, or possibly jam in the drive. When a CD is not being played, store it in its case
to protect it from dust and other contamination. Page 98 If you see an error indication in the
display while in CD mode, find the cause in the chart to the right. If you cannot clear the error
indication, take the car to your Honda dealer. Page 99 Owner's Manual. If you should happen to
lose the card, you must obtain the code number from your Honda dealer. To do this, you will
need the system's serial number. You also need to Driving in Foreign Countries Page Before
Driving Break-in Period, Gasoline Break-in Period Gasoline Oxygenated Fuels Help assure your
car's future Your Honda operates most effec- Some conventional gasolines are reliability and
performance by paying tively on unleaded gasoline with a being blended with alcohol or an
extra attention to how you drive pump octane number of 86 or higher. Page If you are planning
to take your warranty. Remove the fuel fill cap slowly. You may hear a hissing sound as
pressure inside the tank escapes. Gasoline is highly flammable Place the fuel fill cap on the
inside and explosive. You can be of the door as shown. Shift to Park or Neutral and set 2.
Standing in front of the car, put 4 cylinder models the parking brake. Pull the hood your fingers
under the front edge 3. Lift the hood up most of the way. Wait at least The hydraulic supports
will lift it two minutes after turning the engine up the rest of the way and hold it Page Service
Station Procedures 4 cylinder models 6 cylinder models 2. Wipe the dipstick with a clean 3.
Insert it all the way back in its tube. If other items in your Honda. Page Fuel Economy Fuel
Economy The condition of your car and your Driving Habits A cold engine uses more fuel than a
driving habits are the two most You can improve fuel economy by warm engine. It is not
necessary to important things that affect the fuel driving moderately. Page Strong electronic
inter- technicians who are familiar with are covered by warranty. If possible, have your Honda
dealer inspect the final installation. Some non-Honda accessories you Electronic
communications equip- can buy in the "aftermarket" Page Loading Cargo The maximum load
you can carry in To figure out how much cargo you Where you store this cargo, and how your
Honda is kg Ibs. It can carry: well you secure it, are just as includes the total weight of all
important as how much it weighs. Page Driving Driving Preparing to Drive This section gives
you tips on starting the engine under various Starting the Engine It also includes important
infor- 5-speed Manual Transmission.. Check the adjustment of the seat Turn the ignition ON II.
Check and adjustments every day before the indicator lights in the instru- see page Apply the
parking brake. If the engine does not start within 15 seconds, or starts but stalls right away,
repeat step 4 with the 2. In cold weather, turn off all accelerator pedal pressed half-way
electrical accessories to reduce down. Turn off all electrical accessories 3. You can damage the
Drive in the highest gear that lets transmission by trying to shift into the engine run and
accelerate reverse with the car moving. Page Maximum Speeds U. If forward speeds, and is
electronically you exceed these speeds, the engine controlled for smoother shifting. It speed
will enter into the tachometer's also has a "lock-up" It shows you the the engine. When you are
stopped in position of the shift lever. Use need to restart a stalled engine, or if Park whenever
you are turning off or it is necessary to stop briefly with starting the engine. Page Automatic
Transmission First 1 â€” To shift from Second to Drive D â€” This position is similar Second 2
â€” To shift to Second, to D , except only the first three press the release button on the side
First, press the release button on the gears are selected. Page 3. Release, it could mean your
car is developing a problem. Have the car checked by your Honda dealer. The brakes on the rear
through deep water. Apply the The hydraulic system that operates wheels may be disc or drum,
brakes moderately to see if they feel the brakes has two separate circuits. It requires press on it
much harder. Page Driving In Bad Weather Driving in Bad Weather Visibility â€” Being able to

see Traction â€” Check your tires clearly in all directions and being frequently for wear and
proper visible to other drivers are important pressure. Both are important in in all weather
conditions. This is preventing "hydroplaning" Page Towing A Trailer Towing a Trailer Your
Honda is designed primarily to The combined weight of the car, The total weight of the trailer
and carry passengers and their cargo. Page Towing a Trailer The best way to confirm that your
Trailer Hitches total towing package is within these Your Honda dealer, or the Honda
specifications is to get it weighed. Customer Relations Zone Office, can Improperly loading your
car and Page Towing a Trailer Mirrors Connecting the Trailer Always use a safety chain when
Many states and provinces have laws Most trailers that have a gross towing a trailer. Connect
the safety requiring special outside mirrors weight of kg 1, Ibs do not chain securely at both
ends. You can do this with a bathroom scale. Verify that the hitch and safety chain are securely
fastened. Leave extra distance When being passed by a large Watch the temperature gauge
between your car and other vehicles. Page Towing a Trailer If you have to stop while going
uphill, Backing up with a trailer is difficult do not hold the car in place by and takes practice.
Drive slowly, pressing on the accelerator. This can make small movements with the cause the
automatic transmission to steering wheel, and have someone overheat. Page Maintenance If
you have the skills and tools Cooling System Replacing Tires and Wheels.. Page Maintenance
Safety It will also reward you should be performed by a Honda arise in performing maintenance.
Page Maintenance Safety Important Safety Precautions Read the instructions before you Before
you begin any maintenance, begin, and make sure you have the make sure your car is parked
on tools and skills required. Also, be sure the engine To reduce the possibility of fire or is off.
Page Maintenance Schedule The Maintenance Schedule specifies The services and time or
distance Which Schedule to Follow: how often you should have your car intervals shown in the
maintenance Service your car according to the serviced and what things need schedule assume
you will use your time and mileage periods on one of attention. Page Maintenance Schedule
Your authorized Honda dealer We recommend the use of Genuine According to state and
federal knows your car best and can provide Honda parts and fluids whenever you regulations,
failure to perform competent, efficient service. These are For Canadian Owners: This
Maintenance Schedule outlines the minimum required maintenance that you should perform to
ensure the trouble- free operation of your vehicle. Page Maintenance Schedule Severe
Conditions Follow the Severe Maintenance Schedule if you drive your vehicle MAINLY under
one or more of the following condi- tions: Driving less than 8 km 5 miles per trip or, in freezing
temperatures, driving less than 16 km 10 miles per trip. Keep receipts for all work done on your
car. Page Non-Scheduled Maintenance Record Record additional maintenance for severe
driving conditions or non-scheduled maintenance on this page see page Page Periodic Checks
Periodic Checks You should check the following Engine oil level â€” Check every Tires â€”
Check the tire pressure items at the specified intervals. If time you fill the fuel tank. See
monthly. Examine the tread for you are unsure of how to perform page Pull it out again and look
at the oil Check the engine oil a couple of level at the end of the dipstick. If it minutes after
shutting off the engine. Always use a premium-grade deter- gent oil. Page CD. These additional
A fuel-efficient oil is recommended classifications are not a problem, as for your Honda. Page
Honda. You may use a 10W oil if 1. Page A special drain bolt from the bottom of the wrench
available from your engine. Drain the oil into an Honda dealer is required to appropriate
container. Install a new oil filter according to instructions that come with it. Page Engine Oil 7.
Replace the engine oil fill cap. The oil pressure indicator light should go out within If you
change your own oil, please five seconds. If it does not, turn off dispose of the used oil
properly. Put it the engine and reinspect your in a sealed container and take it to a work. Some
antifreeze, even though labeled as safe for aluminum parts, may not provide adequate
protection. Page Cooling System Adding Engine Coolant If the reserve tank is completely
empty, you should also check the coolant level in the radiator. Removing the radiator cap while
the engine is hot can cause the coolant to spray out, seriously scalding you. Page Cooling
System Replacing Engine Coolant The cooling system should be completely drained and
refilled with new coolant according to the time and distance recommendations in the
maintenance schedule. Only use recommended antifreeze. Draining the coolant requires access
to the underside of the car. Unless you have the tools and knowledge, you should have this
maintenance 4 cylinder models Turn the heater 4 cylinder models temperature control dial to 3.
Loosen the drain plug on the maximum heat and turn off the bottom of the radiator. Remove the
reserve tank from its 6 cylinder models 3. Loosen the drain plug on the holder by pulling it
straight up. Mix the recommended antifreeze 7. Pour coolant into the radiator up 8. Loosen the
bleeder bolt on top of with an equal amount of purified to the base of the filler neck. Turn off the
engine. Check the level in the radiator, add coolant if needed. Install the radiator cap, Removing
the radiator cap while the engine is hot can tighten it fully. In bad weather, when you use the

washers often, check the level every time you stop for fuel. The windshield washer reservoir is
located behind the headlight. Page Transmission Fluid Automatic Transmission 5. If the level is
below the lower mark, add fluid into the tube to 4 cylinder models bring it to the upper mark.
Page Automatic Transmission 5. If the level is below the lower mark, add fluid into the tube to 6
cylinder models bring it to the upper mark. There are up to three If the level is at or Honda Brake
Fluid or an equivalent the reservoir. If it is at or below the below the MIN mark, it is an Page If
you do not have access to the system inspected as soon as compressed air such as a service
station , ask your Honda dealer to do possible. Place the new air cleaner element The air cleaner
element is inside the 3. Loosen the four bolts and remove box on the passenger's side of the in
the air cleaner housing. To replace it: 1. Loosen the battery set plate and push it away from the
air cleaner. Clean up any dirt and oil around 4. Put the new spark plug into the the spark plug
caps. Spark Plug Gap: Overtightening can cause damage to 1. Page Battery Check the condition
of your car's Emergency Procedures battery monthly. You should check for proper electrolyte
level and The battery contains sulfuric Eyes â€” Flush with water from a cup corrosion on the
terminals. Detach the battery cables before connecting the A spark or flame can cause the
battery to a charger. Look for signs of cracking in the rubber, or areas that are getting hard.
Replace the blades if you find these signs, or they leave streaks and unwiped areas when used.
Page Windshield Wipers 5. Slide the wiper blade assembly onto the wiper arm. Make sure it
locks in place. Lower the wiper arm down against the windshield. Tires To safely operate your
car, your tires must be the proper type and size, in good condition with adequate tread, and
correctly inflated. Page Tires Inflation before checking the tire pressure, Keeping the tires
properly inflated the tires can still be considered provides the best combination of "cold" if you
drive less than 1. Underinflated tires wear If you check the pressure when the unevenly,
adversely affect handling tires are hot the car has been driven Page Tires You should get your
own tire You should look for: Your car's tires have wear indicators pressure gauge and use it
whenever molded into the tread. When the you check your tire pressures. This Bumps or bulges
in the tread or tread wears down to that point, you will make it easier for you to tell if a side of
the tire. Page Improper wheel weights can damage are "directional. Use only genuine Honda
wheel weights for are designed to rotate only in one balancing. If you use directional tires,
Replacement U. This can cause a crash dealer. Page If you mount snow tires on your
manufacturer's instructions and "All Season" on the sidewall have an Honda, make sure they
are radial mount them as tightly as you can. They tires of the same size and load range Drive
slowly with chains installed. Page Lights Check the operation of your car's If you find any bulbs
are burned out, Replacing a Headlight Bulb exterior lights at least once a month. Your car has
two bulbs on each side, A burned out bulb can create an Refer to the chart on page four in total.
Page Lights 4. Halogen headlight bulbs get very hot when lit. Oil, perspiration, or a scratch 5.
Push the electrical connector back on the glass can cause the bulb to onto the bulb. Page
Lights 6. Push the bulb holder into the turn Replacing a Front Turn Signal Light Bulb signal
assembly and turn it clockwise until it locks. Test the lights to make sure the new bulb is
working. Put the bulb holder back into its Parking Light Bulbs hole in the lens, and turn it
clockwise until it locks. SCREW 6. Turn on the parking lights and check that the new bulb is
working. Page Lights 5. Install the new bulb in the socket. Replacing Rear Bulbs in Fenders 6.
Reinstall the taillight assembly cover. Lid 6. Reinstall the socket into the light assembly. Open
the trunk. Remove the socket by turning it one-quarter turn counterclockwise. Insert the socket
in the assembly. Light Bulb Turn it clockwise to lock it in place. Reinstall the side marker
assem- bly in the fender. Tighten the mounting screw securely. SCREW 1. Use a Phillips-head
screwdriver to 3. Page Lights Replacing a High-mount Brake 3. Make sure the new bulb is
working. BULB 1. Remove the two screws and 1. Open the trunk and remove the remove the
license light assembly. The ceiling light, door light and vanity mirror light come apart the 5.
Reinstall the cover and the lens. Page Lights On U. Remove the lens by carefully prying on the
edge of the lens with a fingernail file or a small flat-tip screwdriver. Do not pry on the edge of
the housing around the lens. Page Storing Your Car If you store your car for 12 months Change
the engine oil and filter Support the front wiper blade or longer, have your Honda dealer see
page This section gives you hints Waxing Page Exterior Care Exterior Care Washing Wash the
car, using the water and Frequent washing helps preserve detergent solution and a soft- your
car's beauty. Dirt and grit can bristle brush, sponge, or soft cloth. Page You exterior. Wash them
with the same beads or droplets after waxing. Page Appearance Care Exterior Care Paint
Touch-up Inspect your car for frequently for Your dealer has touch-up paint to chips or
scratches in the paint. The color Repair them right away to prevent code is printed on a sticker
on the corrosion of the metal underneath. EX V-6, optional for U. EX remove dirt. Ground-in dirt
will make material frequently. For general Vacuum dirt and dust from the the carpet wear out
faster. Wipe the The rear window defogger and inside of the loops with a clean cloth antenna

wires arc bonded to the inside dampened in isopropyl alcohol or a of the glass. Page Corrosion
Protection Two factors normally contribute to Many corrosion-preventive measures Use a
high-pressure spray to clean causing corrosion in your car: are built into your Honda. You can
the underside of your car. This is help keep your car from corroding especially important in
areas that 1. Page Body Repairs If your car insurance company, tell them you needs repairs
after a collision, pay want genuine Honda parts used in close attention to the parts used in the
repair. Although most insurers the repair and the quality of the recognize the quality of original
work. Stopping in traffic or on the shoulder of a busy road is dangerous. Page Changing a Flat
Tire 6. Remove the cover by turning the handle clockwise, then JACK pulling on the cover. Turn
the jack's end bracket 8. Find the jacking point nearest the Use the extension and wheel
Remove the wheel nuts and flat wheel you are removing. Place the wrench as shown to raise the
car tire. Before mounting the spare tire, Put on the spare tire. Put the Lower the car to the
ground and wipe any dirt off the mounting remove the jack. Tighten the wheel nuts securely in
Place the flat tire face down in the Store the jack in its holder. Turn the same crisscross pattern.
Have spare tire well. If the headlights do not dim, on what you hear when you turn the When you
turn the ignition switch to check the condition of the fuses. Page Check all the fuses sories:
climate control, stereo see page You cannot start a Honda with an Put the transmission in
Neutral or If you find nothing wrong, you will automatic transmission by pushing Park and set
the parking brake. Page Jump Starting Connect the other the booster battery. Do not connect
this jumper cable to any other part of the engine. Once your car is running, discon- 6. Start your
car. If the starter motor nect the negative cable from your still operates slowly, check the car,
then from the booster battery. Safely pull to the side of the road. Page If Your Engine Overheats
4. If the temperature gauge stays at reaches the middle of the tempera- Start the engine and set
the the red mark, turn off the engine. Page Low Oil Pressure 4. If the light does not go out within
ten seconds, turn off Running the engine with low oil the engine. There is a mechanical
pressure can cause serious mechanical problem that needs to be repaired damage almost
immediately. Try not drive several miles before the to use other electrically-operated battery is
too discharged to keep the controls such as the power windows. Drive moderately If you keep
driving with the malfunc- until the dealer has inspected the tion indicator lamp on, you can
damage problem. Check the fuse for the moonroof motor see page If the fuse is blown, replace
it with one of the same or lower rating. These fuses are located in two or three fuse boxes.
KNOB The interior fuse box is underneath The under-hood fuse box is located the dashboard on
the driver's side. Determine from the chart on pages and , or the diagram on the fuse box lid,
which fuse or fuses control that component. This does not indicate anything wrong. Replace the
fuse with one of the correct rating as soon as you can. Page Emergency Towing There are three
popular methods of If your Honda cannot be transported It is best to tow the car no farther
towing a car: by flat-bed, it should be towed with than 80 km 50 miles , and keep the front
wheels off the ground. Emission Controls The Clean Air Act The expla- System It is also
necessary for licensing and insuring your car. The easiest place to find the VIN is on a plate
fastened to the top of the dashboard. It is on the front. Page Specifications Specifications 1 : 6
cylinder models 2 : U. DX and Canadian LX models 1 : Including the coolant in the reserve tank
and that remaining in the engine. Page Specifications U. This builds hydraulic Each wheel has a
wheel speed is standard equipment on the EX, EX pressure on the modulator valve. As the
wheel V-6 models in the U. You will need this the tire can carry. Cars The tires on your car meet
all U. Honda strongly recommends that you not drive faster than posted Federal Safety
Requirements. All speed limits and conditions allow. If tires are also graded for treadwear, Page
Tire Information Warning: The temperature grade for Traction Temperature this tire is
established for a tire that The traction grades, from highest to The temperature grades are A the
is properly inflated and not over- lowest, are A, B, and C, and they highest , B, and C,
representing the loaded. A replacement unit must be an original Honda part or its equivalent.
Customer Relations Information Zone Office Map Canada Zone Office Map Reporting Safety
Defects U. Authorized Manuals Warranty and Customer Relations Owners Seat Belt Limited
Warranty â€” a seat Replacement Battery Limited Your new Honda is covered by these belt that
fails to function properly is Warranty â€” provides prorated covered for the useful life of the car.
Page Customer Relations Information Honda dealership personnel are If you are dissatisfied
with the When you call or write, please give trained professionals. They should decision made
by the dealership's us this information: be able to answer all your questions. If you cannot
reach your Zone office, ask your Honda dealer for the current information. Honda Canada Inc.
You can also obtain Co. Page Index Index Seats Steering Wheel Accessories Airbag SRS
Battery Installation Air Cleaner Charging System Light Jump Starting Adding Specifications
Automatic Transmission Before Driving Air Pressure, Tires Belts, Seat Page Index Cleaner, Air
Break-in, New Car Brightness Control, Instruments Cleaning Brights, Headlights Aluminum

Wheels Bulb Replacement Chains Back-up Lights Change Oil Exterior Brake Lights How to
Ceiling Light When to Coolant Temperature Gauge.. Customer Relations Office Drive Belts
Malfunction Indicator Driving Oil Pressure Indicator.. Oil, What Kind to Use Page Index
Headlights Tank, Filling the First Gear, Shifting Fuses, Checking the Checking Fluid Level High
Beam Indicator High Beams, Turning on Sh
vw beetle armrest console
harbor breeze ceiling fan light kit wiring diagram
89 mazda truck
ifting the Flashers, Hazard Warning Leaking of Exhaust into Car.. Inflation, Proper Tire Lighter,
Cigarette Periodic Items Inside Mirror Lights Record Bulb Replacement Required Indicator
Parking Brake Replacement Information Air Cleaner Numbers, Identification Parking Eights
Parking Over Things that Burn Engine Oil and Filter Polishing and Waxing Occupant Protection
System Power Eight Bulbs Octane Requirement, Gasoline.. Door Eocks Page Index Cleaning
Solvent-type Cleaners Frayed or Torn Spare Tire Tachometer Reminder Light and Beeper..
Taillights, Changing Bulbs in.. Taking Care of the Unexpected.. System Components Spark
Plugs, Replacing.. Warning Labels, Location of.. Underside, Cleaning Checking the Fluid Level..
Uniform Tire Quality Grading.. Tools,Tire Changing Unleaded Gasoline Torn Seat Belts This
manual is also suitable for: accord. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In
OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

